B etween 7% and 13% of pregnant women in the United States use antidepressants. [1] [2] As the number of pregnant women taking antidepressants has increased over the past 15-20 years, so has the number of publications on the safety of antidepressant use during pregnancy. Although the evidence is inconsistent, antidepressant use has been associated with a wide variety of adverse outcomes for both infant and mother, including spontaneous abortion, specific congenital malformations, persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn, low birth weight, poor neonatal adaptation, and preeclampsia. 3 Previous studies have also reported an association between antidepressant use and preterm delivery, but the study by Yonkers and colleagues 4 in this issue of EPIDEMIOLOGY stands out because the authors address potential confounding by depression, depression severity, and psychiatric comorbidities. Their study benefits from carefully collected clinical information on psychiatric illness history and severity. The reference group consisted of women who did not have depressive illness and did not use serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SRI) antidepressants during pregnancy. A comparison of women who used SRIs but did not have a major depressive episode with the reference group suggests that SRIs are associated with preterm delivery (odds ratio [OR] ϭ 1.5 ͓95% confidence interval (CI) ϭ 0.9 -2.4͔). However, these results may reflect residual confounding because it is unclear whether the authors controlled for the SRI indications of women who used SRIs but did not have depression. Further, their results suggest that depression is not associated with preterm delivery, based on the comparison between women with a major depressive episode but no SRI treatment and the reference group, although the estimate is imprecise (95% CI ϭ 0.4 -1.7). Even so, the association for women who had both a major depressive episode and SRI treatment was attenuated after adjustment for age of depression onset, number of prior depressive episodes, number of hospitalizations for depression, posttraumatic stress disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, panic disorder, and suicidal ideation (from a partially adjusted OR of 2.1 to a fully adjusted OR of 1.5), suggesting that depression severity and psychiatric comorbidities may be associated with preterm delivery.
However, the number of outcomes in their study was too small to produce stable estimates for subtypes of preterm delivery.
The results from Yonkers et al, 4 together with previously reported associations, raise a number of questions. Why do women who use antidepressants have an increased risk of such a wide range of perinatal outcomes? Does depression play an etiologic role in the development of these outcomes? Do maternal behaviors that are caused by depression or anxiety increase the risk, or the diagnosis, of the outcomes? Do the associations arise from genetic or environmental factors that cause both psychiatric illness and adverse pregnancy outcomes? Or, are antidepressants so toxic that they actually cause the whole spectrum of adverse outcomes?
There are challenges when studying antidepressant safety during pregnancy. Outcomes of interest are often very rare; specific malformations typically occur in as few as 1-30 per 10,000 live births. 6 Because different antidepressants may have different adverse effects, it is critical to consider antidepressant classes, and even specific drugs; obtaining enough exposed pregnancies may become difficult. Moreover, findings suggest that the potential increases in risks associated with antidepressants are small to moderate. Consequently, the first challenge in studying rare outcomes, rare exposures, and modest associations is to find large data sources. However, large data sources typically lack detailed clinical information on antidepressant indication and indication severity. This limitation brings us to the second challenge, probably the Achilles' heel of this matter: confounding. Confounding by depression or depression severity is a major concern because it could bias associations away from the null when the reference group contains women without depression or with less severe depression. This is assuming of course that depression or factors associated with it (eg, use of other psychotropic medications), increases the risk of congenital malformations, persistent pulmonary hypertension, preeclampsia, etc. Although this belief is strong among some investigators, the evidence to support the independent association of depression with these outcomes is weak.
To reduce the potential for confounding by indication, investigators have compared (1) women with depression who are treated with antidepressants during pregnancy with women with depression but no antidepressant treatment during pregnancy; (2) women who continue treatment late in pregnancy (the etiologically relevant period for certain outcomes) with those who discontinue treatment by the end of the first trimester; and (3) women with different types of antidepressant treatment, in a head-to-head comparativesafety analysis. 7 Although these analyses may seem to address confounding by indication, they cannot resolve confounding by indication severity because treated depression, antidepressant continuation, and non-SRI antidepressants are likely associated with more severe depression. Other biases, such as misclassification of the exposure (eg, discontinuation of antidepressant prescriptions) and outcome (eg, nonvalidated health insurance claims) are also likely in many published studies but would tend to bias results toward the null. Interestingly, although false negatives are worrisome in safety studies, the discussion in this particular literature has focused primarily on finding noncausal, alternative explanations for the positive findings.
Another challenge in this debate has been strong a priori beliefs either for or against antidepressant safety during pregnancy. Results from nonrandomized studies, no matter how large or how valid, may be unable to shift such prior convictions one way or the other. For example, a 1.5-fold increase in cardiac malformations associated with first-trimester use of an SRI was interpreted as evidence of risk in one meta-analysis, 8 whereas a 1.5-fold increase for the same association in a recent study has been interpreted as evidence of safety because the CI included one. 9 Considering the wide range of studies on antidepressant safety, it is surprising that very few studies exist on the effectiveness of antidepressants during pregnancy. Cohen et al 10 found that women with a history of depression who discontinued antidepressant treatment had a higher risk of relapse of major depression during pregnancy compared with pregnant women who continued treatment. However, Yonkers et al 11 found no association between antidepressant use and risk of a major depressive episode among pregnant women with a history of depression. Studies are needed on the effectiveness of antidepressant continuation during pregnancy and withdrawal symptoms among discontinuers. Moreover, these studies should consider the broad range of indications for antidepressant prescription during pregnancy, including anxiety, smoking cessation, insomnia, and chronic pain.
In summary, we have learned from Yonkers et al that, when assessing the effect of antidepressants on preterm delivery, studies should (1) control not only for the presence of depression but also for its severity; (2) consider specific types of prematurity; and (3) be sufficiently large. To justify the potential risks of antidepressant treatment during pregnancy or to justify spending more resources to define boundaries around safety, we must also demonstrate the benefits of antidepressant continuation during pregnancy. This poses a new question: can nonrandomized studies convincingly assess the effectiveness of antidepressants during pregnancy? 
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